GLOBAL EXECUTIVE MBA
Key Management Challenges
(Sample List of Courses; Subject to Change)

In the real world, management decisions don’t fall into neat boxes of business-school
disciplines. Nor do they necessarily fit within the departmental silos of your own organisation.
This is why INSEAD has developed Key Management Challenges (KMCs) – broad, crossdisciplinary, cross-departmental courses that genuinely reflect the realities of doing business.
The KMCs are offered on all three campuses and you can choose three topics to suit your
needs and interests.
Sample list of Key Management Challenge courses:

Corporate Governance & Leadership
Corporate governance has been in the limelight over the last years, amplifying a trend that
started a decade ago with major corporate scandals (Enron, Parmalat, Tyco …). The financial
crisis can be viewed as the result of governance failures of both financial companies, public
markets, and regulatory agencies. The Euro crisis is largely a governance crisis. As a result,
the subject of governance has received a lot of attention from business leaders, managers,
government officials, academics as well as the general public.
This KMC takes a broad organisational view of governance, examining start-up as well notfor-profit organisations (where proper governance is on average more difficult), and of course
dealing with governance inside the corporation. It also takes a perhaps unusually personal
view: are you being governed and governing yourself effectively? There has been plenty of
academic and professional attention and discussion on the corporate governance front, as a
result of the financial crisis. So we will be selective in the topics we chose to cover. Our main
focus in the subject will be on governance as exercised by the board. We will discuss the
board’s impact on the organisation, the conditions for mutually satisfactory relations between
board members, executive, shareholders and other stakeholders, and more generally for
board effectiveness.

Conducting Business Across Cultures
Whether from Düsseldorf or Dubai, Brasilia or Beijing, New York or New Delhi, we are all part
of a global network – not just in the office or meetings – but virtually, through e-mail, video
conferences, Skype and phone. Today, success depends on the ability to navigate through
the complexities of how people from different cultures think and get things done. Unless we
know how to decode other cultures, to avoid easy-to-fall-into cultural traps, and to
communicate our message effectively to those located in another part of the world, we are
vulnerable to embarrassment, dysfunctional teams and deals that fall apart.
This course is designed to teach participants to understand cultural differences that may
impact their international work, and develop strategies to manage these differences
effectively. In addition, this course will teach techniques for managing geographicallydispersed teams, and for improving communication with others at a distance.

Entrepreneurial Leadership
This course posits that entrepreneurship and leadership are interrelated phenomena. They
share the goal of creating value; entrepreneurship through new opportunities and innovation
and leadership through intentionally influencing others to improve their effectiveness. The
course is designed for EMBAs interested in “thinking outside the box” and considering
entrepreneurial activities as a part of their leadership repertoire. It is not about management
as usual (so some EMBAs may not find it useful).
This KMC is about you - and how you can develop your leadership talents to support a more
rewarding and satisfying personal and work life. The course is taught in an executive education
format and focuses on exploring issues facing leaders in the real world. The classroom and
learning activities are experiential using exercises and assessments as well as case
discussion, meditation, lectures, group work, videos, readings and short papers.

New Business Ventures
This course is aimed at EMBA's interested in building a new business or understanding
entrepreneurial behaviours and processes. In three days we will develop insights and
frameworks that can help participants progress from an entrepreneurial idea to a business
design, launch and growth. The focus is the creation of independent ventures, although the
learning may also be useful for developing new business initiatives inside companies.
The KMC will be taught via a combination of lectures, cases, team work and exercises. The
first day focuses on the conceptualisation of opportunities and understanding the essence of
entrepreneurial behavior. The second day explores issues that are relevant to the design and
launch of a new business, including an encompassing case series covering all stages of
development of a new venture, from financing to business model development, organisational
building, and exit. The third day is dedicated to the integration of learning, through a venture
development workshop and pitching trial, to improve how you communicate your business
ideas.

Strategy and Impact
This course will examine how to best employ business and management tools as a force for
good. We will adopt a critical lens on what “impact” (whether social or environmental) really
means, and examine why just having good intentions is often not enough for the desired
impact to be realised. Next, we will study how to integrate a broader social and/or
environmental agenda into an organisation’s strategy, and analyse practical approaches for
building financially viable, effective and scalable market-based solutions to meet critical
societal needs. Lastly, we will study a range of impactful business models that can help
address various societal problems and needs, while acknowledging the necessity of
complementing market-based approaches with other interventions in many contexts.
Irrespective of whether you work within a traditional business setting or in an impact-driven
organisation, the course will show how being creative yet rigorous can help you maximise your
contribution to society within your unique context and career path.

AI Strategy for Startups and C-Suites
This course is designed to introduce, demystify and investigate value creation
strategies in eco-systems relating to AI, machine learning, robotics, and advanced
analytics. The course covers four key layers in AI systems: (1) the data layer - all things
"big and small data", (2) the deep learning layer - all things machine learning,
advanced multivariate statistics, graph theory, and algorithms, (3) the authoring layer
- decision support, automated news, and writing, and (4) the distribution layer - meta
data, formats, and uses. The course will emphasise value creation opportunities along
the way, and, from time to time, focus on arcane things like 3D game rendering
engines, trade-offs between PCI/SSD/MDD/RAM, programming languages, database
formats, IT pipelines, and how to avoid spending too much money.

Innovation Management
Innovation is vital to sustain corporate growth. Yet, it too often remains an elusive goal for
many companies. The purpose of this KMC is to experience the innovation phenomenon and
to better understand the managerial and organisational challenges that innovation invariably
generates. We will examine various sides of innovation management: How to innovate in large
and geographically distributed organisations? How to innovate when developing new services
and experiences? How to execute innovation projects using design thinking principles? How
to develop a portfolio of innovation projects? While addressing these questions we will see the
conflict of creativity and risk versus process and execution, which is inevitable in the
industrialisation of innovations. This course presents strategies and actions companies can
adopt in order to sustain the innovation record that is required to sustain profitable growth.

Managing Multinational Enterprises
This course covers four key management challenges specific to multinational companies and
to start-ups in a global world: shaping the roots of global performance, responding to different
national contexts, integrating across national borders, and leading virtual teams. The course
incorporates a mix of classic and contemporary cases, including multinationals from
“emergent economies”, to illustrate and discuss how managers and entrepreneurs have
responded to such challenges over time. The course also calls on the participants’ own
experience, and reviews the state-of-the-art knowledge on global management.

Managing Corporate Turnaround
This course introduces students to the challenges of managing critical turnaround situations
in corporations globally. To consistently preserve shareholder value throughout the ups and
downs of the business cycle, it is vital to first understand the reasons why companies slide
into decline and the mechanics of executing a successful turnaround. The course then
discusses turnaround management by both introducing the relevant theories and strategies
with a close eye on best practices in the industry and also by allowing students to experience
the various processes and pressures of turnaround management firsthand.

The objective is to build on the theoretical foundations from the earlier courses in the EMBA
programme and add a hands-on experience through a final simulation. It is an invaluable
experience for senior managers across industries; after all, ‘if you know how to sail through a
storm, you are a better captain overall’.

Strategy Execution: Leading the Change Process
A strategy is only as good as its implementation. Surveys witness that two-thirds of business
and corporate strategies fail not due to poor strategy but poor implementation of strategy. This
KMC will help you understand what goes wrong when trying to translate strategies into reality
and how to significantly improve the odds of success. The course brings together a broad set
of skills that all managers will have to employ at some point in their careers. It is therefore
designed for all those who hold leadership positions – now or in the future – and who expect
to be tasked with the successful execution of strategies.

Power & Politics in Organisations
This course is about learning to use power and influence as effective tools for both
understanding your surroundings and achieving your goals. It’s about getting things done in
the real world, where politics and personalities can often seem to hinder rather than help. It is
a course for those who want to make things happen, despite the obstacles that might stand in
your way. The course presents conceptual models and tactical approaches to help you
understand political dynamics as they unfold around you and develop your own influence style.
By focusing on specific expressions of power and influence, this course gives you the
opportunity to observe their effective – and ineffective – uses in different contexts and stages
of a person’s career.

Developing Resilience:
Uncertain Futures

Equipping

Leaders

for

As careers get longer and professional circumstances more turbulent, it seems reasonable to
assume that leaders will encounter twists and turns, often unforeseen, in these ever-longer
careers. Some find themselves stepping down, not entirely voluntarily, from their leadership
positions. Others avoid signals about their having reached plateaus in their careers. They
might find themselves shocked because they didn’t think it could happen to them, and because
they have no idea what to do next. This experiential module asks how one can develop
resilience to weather these twists and turns. How can one expect to be surprised and thereby
prepared to deal with the surprise? The goals of this module are to help you understand your
levels of resilience to external shocks, to build your resilience by making your reactions visible
and, suggesting ways to take back control over those reactions, and finally to leave with a
greater sense of confidence about facing the future.

